Cambridge Pixel

Cambridge Pixel is an employee-owned specialist sensor processing
and display company based near Cambridge in the UK. Formed in 2007,
the company combines first-class software engineering skills with a specialist
knowledge of radar and video capture, processing and display. Our engineering
team brings decades of experience from successful worldwide installations
in naval command and control, security, air traffic control and commercial
shipping applications.

Cambridge Pixel is a leading supplier of innovative technology for radar scan-conversion, having
introduced the world’s first commercially available COTS software scan converter based on standard
processing and graphics hardware. The company has seen steady growth by building a satisfied client
base in world-wide markets. Our technology is also adopted by many of the world’s largest players in
naval command and control solutions and we continue to innovate to develop new products.
Cambridge Pixel is an ISO 9001:2008 accredited company and we value long-term customer
relationships and recognize the importance of quality in our products and support. This is embodied
in our quality policy:

Understand the true requirements of our customers.
Consistently meet or exceed those requirements by producing high quality,
well documented, defect-free products and services.
Provide prompt, accurate and efficient support before, during and after sales.

Cambridge Pixel provides standard products for radar processing and display, but we are first and
foremost a solution-oriented business. We seek to understand our customers’ technical and business
problems and provide cost-effective products backed by first-class technical support.
Our open-standards and modular approach provides customers with the option to extend our
solutions by adding their own content. We are equally pleased to provide software and hardware
components into a customer’s application or provide a complete turn-key solution, either from our
range of standard products or developed from a customer specification.
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Cambridge Pixel’s Product Family

Cambridge Pixel’s business focus is hardware and software solutions for
sensor capture, processing and display. Our HPx range of radar capture
hardware provides a cost-effective and flexible interface to analogue and
digital radars. Our SPx software processing suite provides a software
architecture that offers compact software modules for scan conversion,
radar compression and network distribution, through to powerful server
solutions for multi-hypothesis target tracking.

Our product range is suitable for any application where primary radar processing or display is
required. We serve naval command and control, air traffic applications, security systems and
commercial shipping. The flexibility of our toolkit and supporting applications allows us to provide
cost-effective solutions even for low quantity radar display requirements, for example as a lab-based
display tool for radar visualization.
Our SPx software is a modular software framework for the receipt, processing and display of radar
video. It comprises a set of software libraries and servers that may be used to add radar processing
and display into application software based on Windows or Linux.
SPx provides:
Radar Capture from network or analogue/digital signals
Radar Processing
Radar Compression and Decompression
Radar Scan Conversion in PPI, A-Scan and B-Scan formats
Radar Recording
Radar Plot Extraction and Target Tracking
SPx is designed to be flexible to accommodate different system architectures and operating systems.
The SPx software supports the addition of user-supplied capabilities, so if a new processing function
is needed that is not in the SPx library, it can be easily incorporated into the processing chain. In this
way, SPx provides a framework that can be evolved in an open-architecture processing framework.

cambridgepixel.com
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Developing with SPx Software

The capabilities of the SPx software are made available as a C++ class library.
This means that radar scan conversion, for example, can be added into a
Windows or Linux graphical display application using a handful of standard
SPx classes for capture, processing and display. Standard input modules
provide support for synthetic test sources (test pattern generator, target
generator) and receipt of radar video from networks or signals through the
compatible HPx series of radar input cards.

SPx provides a number of standard server solutions. For radar video distribution, the standard
server can capture, compress and distribute across an Ethernet network. For custom requirements,
the components of the SPx library are accessible to the programmer to construct a specialized server
configuration. The functional modules for acquisition, compression and network distribution may be
expanded with user code to provide the fully customized solution.
The open-interfaces and expandable architecture of the SPx software gives system integrators the
flexibility to build and maintain their own software solution. This is in contrast to closed, proprietary
solutions, which offer limited expansion and value-add potential.
Uniquely, SPx can provide a full turn-key solution for radar processing and display, or can provide
software components for system integrators to build with.
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SPx Radar Scan Conversion

Cambridge Pixel offers a family of industry-leading software-based radar scan
conversion solutions that utilize standard processing and graphics hardware.
In contrast to older hardware-based scan-conversion solutions, the modern
software alternative offers many benefits. By utilizing the power of modern
multi-core processors and advanced graphics processor units (GPUs) our
software scan conversion solutions provide exceptional flexibility and
performance. Significantly, the software has been carefully designed to allow
radar to be added into new and existing applications with minimal impact
on the client software.

The SPx Radar Scan Converter is available as a software module that is accessed from a client
application using a software API. The scan converter supports PPI, B-Scan and A-Scan display
presentations and allows multiple videos to appear in a window and multiple windows to appear
on a screen. A key feature of the scan conversion is the support for underlay and overlay graphics.
This is fully supported under X Windows and Windows XP/Vista/7, allowing the construction of fullyfeatured multi-layered graphics display solutions using the native X11 or Windows graphics libraries
or optionally using third-party graphics toolkits.
An existing X Windows or Microsoft Windows graphics application can be extended to include radar
scan conversion with very little impact on the application. The SPx library provides a complete API to
control the radar display presentation, including window size, off-centre, range scale, fading and colour.

Benefits of Cambridge Pixel’s Software
Approach to Scan Conversion
Obsolescence – The software scan converter runs on
industry-standard processing and graphics hardware.
Technology updates are as simple as updating the
processing platform. Cambridge Pixel supports
Windows (XP / Vista / 7) and Linux consistently.

Portability – The same software scan conversion
solution can work on laptops, servers and console
displays, without the need for special and expensive
hardware. Radar can easily be mixed with application
graphics.

Maintenance – No repair or maintenance costs for
the software solution. Hardware scan conversion has a
lifetime and must be maintained and ultimately replaced.

Expansion – Enhancing capabilities in the display is
accomplished by updating software modules. This is
significantly easier and more cost effective than
hardware updates.

Cost – In terms of initial procurement and total lifetime
costs for maintenance and replacement, the savings for
the software solution can be significant.

Hardware Agnostic – Cambridge Pixel’s software runs
on a wide range of industry-standard hardware. We let
our customers choose the hardware solution.

Flexibility – For new or evolving display requirements,
the software approach provides unmatched flexibility,
supporting multiple radar videos in different colours.

cambridgepixel.com
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Radar Video Acquisition

Cambridge Pixel provides hardware and software components to interface with
many legacy and modern radar systems. Many modern radars provide a direct
network-based video output stream containing the video information, which may
be compressed or raw. The SPx library provides modules that support a number
of standard radar types, or Cambridge Pixel can provide a customized input
module.

To interface to radars that provide analogue and digital signals, Cambridge Pixel offers its HPx series
of radar acquisition boards. Available in PCI (HPx-100, HPx-200) and PMC (HPx-150, HPx-250) the
HPx boards interface to analogue or digital videos, trigger and azimuth signals. The azimuth input is
supported with ACP/ARP or parallel formats. When used with synchro interfaces, an external
synchro-to-parallel interface card can be used.
The HPx boards provide a flexible range of options to support dual analogue input and up to 8 digital
videos. The card is software programmable to allow the analogue and digital inputs to be mixed to a
single intensity level for each sample, or alternatively the video for multiple channels can be preserved
to allow per-display display mixing and presentation. A powerful on-board FPGA provides radar
pre-processing and correlation options.
A software programming interface is available for the acquisition boards along with Linux and
Windows drivers. The software library provides full control of the card’s features and access to the
captured radar video. In place of the low-level library, a customer has the option of using the SPx
Radar Video Server to provide a complete application server to receive radar video, compress it
and distribute on a network. The Server is available for Windows and Linux and provides a network
interface for control and data exchange.
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SPx Radar Processing Library

Cambridge Pixel’s SPx software is provided as a Windows or Linux software
library for radar video processing. An application can use a single SPx class,
for example to provide radar capture or compression, or may combine a number
of SPx classes to provide a customized solution. The flexibility of the solution
comes from the ease-of-use of the class library and the ability to modify and
expand it with custom code. The standard SPx distribution server, for example,
is a Cambridge Pixel supplied application built using the underlying SPx library
modules. The SPx library provides the following capabilities:

HPx-100/150/200 class interface

Clutter processing, CFAR.

Polar interface module (PIM)

Scan conversion (PPI, B-Scan, A-Scan)

Radar interface buffer (RIB)

Radar display mixing with graphics

Radar compression and decompression
(ZLIB and ORC)

Radar video simulator

Network distribution (server and client side)

Plot extraction

Radar processing functions

Target tracking

Record and replay to disk

SPx Programming

SPx Radar Processing Library

SPx is supplied as a set of include files and C++
class libraries with associated C functions. A
development release comprises:

The SPx processing library provides a set of
commonly used radar processing components.
These may be configured into a server solution,
for example to support radar processing prior
to distribution, or else may be configured in
a client system to provide per-display processing.
Common processing functions include:

Include files
Libraries
Example code
Tutorials
Pre-built application servers
Demonstration programs
Utility and test applications
The libraries supplied may be for Windows
(including .NET) or Linux, with other operating
systems on request.
You develop your application by including the
SPx classes to provide only the capabilities you
need for radar processing and display. The SPx
framework is open and extensible, so you can add
your own processing modules and access the data
at any stage of the processing.
When you have developed your application and
linked with the SPx libraries, the executable
program runs as a normal C/C++ program.

Area-based video processing
Filtering
Clutter processing
Clutter subtraction
Interference suppression
Range ring insertion
Gain/offset adjustment
Thresholding
Scan integration

SPx Open and Extensible
The SPx radar processing processes can be
extended to include custom code. This allows
customer’s existing processing algorithms to be
combined with standard SPx processing. An SPx
solution is designed to be open and extensible
offering customers the benefit of controlling and
maintaining the solution.

cambridgepixel.com
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Target Tracking

SPx Server is a primary radar data plot extractor and target tracker. Interfacing
to hardware or network streams, SPx Server accepts polar format radar video
and processes it to identify targets, which are then correlated from scan to scan
to output positional and motion updates. The software is highly configurable
and may be used to identify target-like shapes according to defined rules.
These candidate tracks may be output directly after detection, for example into
an existing correlator, or may be further processed by a multi-hypotesis tracker
to estimate speed and heading.

The SPx Server software module is integrated with the SPx Processing library, which provides a
comprehensive range of radar processing capabilities. After acquisition and prior to data processing,
the video may be passed through the standard SPx processing functions to implement gain control,
area-based video removal, CFAR detection, interference suppression or other functions. Additionally,
user-defined processes may be incorporated into the processing chain to allow a complete custom
solution using SPx as the integrating framework.
When extracted data is correlated from scan to scan, SPx Server uses multiple hypotheses to support
ambiguous interpretations of the radar video. The tracking filter uses position, size and historical
measurements to correlate existing tracks with new data, providing updated positions and dynamics,
as well as a confidence estimate.
Optional video recording capabilities are available in the server module to record the polar radar video
to support, for example, incident recording or training applications.
The SPx Server provides a local display capability for set-up, monitoring and configuration. The server
software can be configured without this interface, but for most situations it provides an extremely
valuable display capability to assist in the initial deployment and monitoring of the tracker.

Your Local Distributor

9-37 Currans Road, Cooranbong, NSW 2265
+61 (0)2 4977 3511
sales@unitronix.com.au www.unitronix.com.au
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New Cambridge House Litlington Royston Hertfordshire SG8 0SS UK
+44 (0) 1763 852749 enquiries@cambridgepixel.com
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